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POLYPROPYLENE FELT FILTER BAGS - WELDED CONSTRUCTION

Welded Construction with PPL Plastic Collar SENTINEL®. Sold only in master carton quantities.

The Needle Felt Polypropylene provides high solids loading depth filtration. The coarse particles are separated on the 

surface and the finer particles are caught in the depth of the needle felt. Hayward SENTINEL® Filter Bags are ideal for 

services where the particulate to be filtered is soft, gelatinous, and/or of irregular shape. SENTINEL® Filter Bags 

are designed for use with all Hayward FLT Bag Filter Vessels manufactured after January 1, 1999.

POLYPROPYLENE FELT FILTER BAGS - SEWN CONSTRUCTION
Sewn Construction with PPL Snap Ring

Sold only in master carton quantities.

The Needle Felt Polypropylene provides high solids loading depth filtration. The coarse particles are separated on the surface and the

finer particles are caught in the depth of the needle felt. Hayward PPL Felt filter bags are ideal for services where the particulate to be 

filtered is soft, gelatinous, and/or of irregular shape. These filter bags are designed for use with all Hayward FLT Bag Filter Vessels.

POLYPROPYLENE MONOFILAMENT FILTER BAGS - SEWN CONSTRUCTION

Sewn Construction with PPL Snap Ring

Sold only in master carton quantities.

Monofilament mesh provides excellent surface filtration by building a cake that acts as an integral component of the media. Monofilament 

is ideal for services where the particle to be filtered is hard, granular, or solid. In some applications monofilament filter bags can be washed

and reused. Monofilament filter bags should be sized to 1/2 the size of the particle being filtered. Monofilament Filter Bags are designed 

for use with all Hayward FLT Bag Filter Vessels.

FILTER BAGS

Single Length* Double Length**

Part Number Part Number

1 micron F31R36590 F31S36502

5 micron F31R36817 F31S36501

10 micron F31R36552 F31S36503

25 micron F31R36596 F31S36412

50 micron F31R36589 F31S36500

100 micron F31R36551 F31S36505

200 micron F3AB00319 F3AB00222

Single Length* Double Length***

Part Number Part Number

1 micron F3AB00013 F31B36372

5 micron F3AB00157 F31B37455

10 micron F3AB00019 F3AA01434

25 micron F3AB00020 F3AB00002

50 micron F3AB00014 F3AA00160

100 micron F31A37288 F3AA01128

200 micron F3AB00103 F3AB00057

Single Length* Double Length*

Part Number Part Number

150 micron F3AB00170 F3AB00177

400 micron F3AB00173 F3AB00180

600 micron F3AB00174 F3AB00181

800 micron F3AB00175 F3AB00182

* Packed 50 per master carton.

** Packed 30 per master carton.

* Packed 50 per master carton.

*** 1 & 200 micron, 30 per carton. 

5, 10, 25, 50 & 100 micron, 

50 per carton

* Packed 50 per master carton.

Sentinel® is a registered trademark of Eaton Filtration 



applications filtration efficiency

falls off at about 8 to 10 PSI loss

and bag changeout should take

place before a 20 PSI loss is

reached. When in doubt select

the filter with the lowest pres-

sure loss. The time between bag

changeouts for a double length

filter is more than twice that of

a single length filter in the same

application.

5. Calculate
Startup Pressure
Loss
…To figure the total pressure

loss across the filter with a clean bag requires

making two pressure loss calculations and

adding them together: The loss across the filter

vessel without a bag and the bag loss.

First: Use the system flow rate and Chart

Number One to determine the loss across the

filter without a bag (single and double length

filter vessels have virtually the same pressure

loss without a bag). Example – A flow rate of

30 gpm results in a 0.4 PSI pressure loss. If the

process media is water or has a viscosity less

than 200 cps, that's it. If the viscosity is

greater, select the correction factor that 

matches the process media viscosity in CPS

units from Table Number One. Multiply the

pressure drop by this factor.

Second: Single and double length filter bags

have different pressure losses.

Use Chart Number Two to determine the 

pressure loss per square foot of bag surface.

Example – With a system flow rate of 30 gpm, a

5 or 10 micron bag would have a 0.2 PSI loss

per square foot. This loss is divided by 2.0 for a

single length bag or 4.1 for a double length bag.

These factors are the respective surface areas of

the bags in square feet. The loss for a single bag

would be 0.1 PSI (0.2 ÷ 2.0) and 0.05 for a 

double length bag (0.2 ÷ 4.1). For fluids with

viscosities other than water, select the correction

factor from Table Two and multiply the pressure

drop by it. Example – If the fluid viscosity were

800 cps, the pressure loss for a single length

bag would be 5.0 (0.1 x 50.0).

Last: Add the pressure loss of the vessel and

the bag together to get the pressure loss

across the filter with the bag installed.

1. Check the Chart on
the Right
…to make sure that the temperature/

pressure of the application falls within the 

OK range.

2. Determine the Flow
Rate
…in gpm, of the system into which the bag

filter is to be installed. Hayward single and

double-length bag filters work with flows of

up to 100 gpm. If the system's flow rate is

greater, consider using two or more filters

manifolded together. For example, if the 

system flow rate is 150 gpm, using two 

manifolded filters would reduce the flow to a

manageable 75 gpm through each.

3. Select the Bag
…Hayward bags are available in 5, 10, 25,

50 and 100 micron ratings. The bags are

made from non-woven polypropylene felt

material. They are double stitched and heat

treated to minimize fiber migration. All bags

are individually plastic wrapped and sealed 

to prevent contamination in shipping and 

handling. A single length bag has a surface

area of 2.0 sq ft and a double length 4.1 sq ft.

4. Consider Startup
Pressure Loss
…Bag filters are typically sized so that there

is a 2 PSI or less pressure loss across them

with a clean bag installed. Keep in mind that

this is just a guide. Remember that in most

How to Select a Bag Filter

Chart Number One
Vessel Pressure Loss

Table Number Two
Bag Viscosity Correction

Chart Number Two
Bag Pressure Loss

Table Number One
Vessel Viscosity Correction

Viscosity in CPS 200 400 600 800 1000 2000

Correction Factor 1.10 1.20 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.80

Viscosity Factor Viscosity Factor Viscosity Factor

Water 1 1.0 200 16.6 800 50.0

50 4.5 400 27.7 1000 56.2

100 8.5 600 38.9 2000 113.6Pressure differential data determined by ISA S75.02 test procedure.

It is shown only as a guide and may vary by application.
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